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Daniel Stieff Research Institute 31
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Darwin Initiative 472
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DC-10 aircraft disasters 349
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Decimisation 396
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Decision-making 350, 393
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Deep space 431
Deep Time 417
Deepest laboratory of the world 211
Deep-sea research 358
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Degradation, irreversible of 465
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Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, London 401
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Countdown 281
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Crash procedure 244
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Cryogenics 282
Cryptography in Latin 324
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Exhilarating experience 332
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Experience gained 204
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Expert systems 381
Exploration of Space 294
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Explorers of the Moon 95
Explosion Inquiry Team 254
Explosions 484
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Extra-terrestrial life 190
Extra-terrestrial men 308
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Heads 247
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Hernia operation 255
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Hewlett-Packard Laboratories 381
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Hope for the Future 407
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